
Leather
Do you desire to fuck your romantic partner like a dirty slut? Do you crave to be bound and
gagged with leather and spanked and fucked in any way that your dominant partner fantasizes
about? Perhaps you just love the look and feel of leather and would love to enhance your need
to dress in it every chance that you get.

In this file, you will learn to love everything about leather. You will become aroused and turned
on by the idea of wearing leather clothing and you will love to masturbate while you are wearing
kinky leather outfits. You will desire your sexual partners to wear leather clothing and you will
love to wear leather to work and to events that you might need to dress up for. You will become
instantly attracted to anybody that is wearing leather and will love to include leather into every
aspect of your sexy and kinky lifestyle.

Remember that leather is the sexiest clothing that you can wear and that you prefer to be tied
up and spanked with leather toys and accessories as much as possible. Listen and loop today
to become more and more addicted to your exciting and kinky and erotic future.

✧ Remembering to wear leather clothing in order to be the confident and sexy and
attractive person that I love and desire to be in my ideal future.

✧ Preferring to be erotically spanked with an arousing leather paddle.
✧ Intuitively knowing that wearing leather clothing will make me look more attractive and

seductive and fuckable to the attractive strangers that I desire.
✧ Shopping for leather outfits in every style and color that I can find.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I need to wear leather in order to be confident and powerful and

in control in my life.
✧ Fantasizing about being fucked in my leather outfit.
✧ Fantasizing about being erotically tied up in leather restraints and spanked by my

attractive romantic partner.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I crave and desire to wear leather clothing in order to feel comfort

and pleasure and happiness in my life.
✧ Feeling sexually aroused and turned on and horny whenever I am wearing leather

clothing.
✧ Craving to wear kinky leather outfits and accessories whenever I am going to be

surrounded by sexy strangers in public.
✧ Fantasizing about being fucked while I am wearing my favorite leather outfit.
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✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and loved whenever I am wearing leather clothing.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on and excited whenever I see someone wearing leather.
✧ Fantasizing about my sexy partner spanking and fucking me in my pleasurably tight

leather outfit.
✧ Remembering to wear fashionable leather clothing to work and to events that I might

need to dress up for.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on and horny whenever I see my romantic partner wearing

leather.
✧ Fantasizing about being completely surrounded by leather while I am being spanked by

my dominant lover.
✧ Intuitively knowing that leather clothing is the sexiest and most erotic clothing that I could

ever put on my body.
✧ Fantasizing about being spanked and fucked while I am wearing my sexy and arousing

and kinky leather outfits.
✧ Craving the touch and feel and smell of leather.
✧ Feeling pleasure and arousal and desire whenever I smell leather.
✧ Knowing that leather is the most comfortable and arousing clothing material that I could

possibly wear.
✧ Knowing that I am most confident and happy whenever I am wearing leather.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and comfortable whenever I am wearing tight leather pants.
✧ Intuitively knowing that wearing leather clothing turns me on and arouses me more than

anything else in the world.
✧ Masturbating with my leather toys and accessories whenever I am feeling aroused.
✧ Remembering to wear leather clothing in order to feel powerful and confident and sexy.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am a dirty leather slut who loves to be fucked while I am

wearing leather.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am a kinky whore who loves to be bound and gagged in leather

outfits before I am fucked.
✧ Craving to include leather in every aspect of my life.
✧ Wearing leather clothing in order to be the sexiest that I can possibly be.
✧ Fantasizing about being taken and fucked by a dominant stranger in a sexy, leather

outfit.
✧ Imagining myself being fucked by my kinky romantic partner while I am being restrained

in a sexy leather outfit.
✧ Remembering to wear a fashionable leather outfit whenever I leave my house.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on and horny whenever I see someone else wearing leather

clothing.
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✧ Remembering that I am sexually aroused and turned on whenever I am wearing leather.
✧ Wearing leather clothing in order to advertise myself as the dirty and kinky slut that I love

to be.
✧ Wearing leather whenever I desire to feel sexy and attractive.
✧ Feeling happy and fulfilled and loved whenever my dominant partner buys me leather

clothing.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and loved whenever I am wearing my favorite leather outfit.
✧ Feeling pleasure and excitement and arousal whenever I am wearing my favorite pair of

sexy leather pants.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and loved whenever I am wearing my favorite leather jacket.
✧ Feeling pleasure and excitement and arousal whenever I am wearing my favorite pair of

kinky leather boots.
✧ Remembering to wear leather clothing in order to show my confidence and sexuality to

the sexy strangers that I love to meet.
✧ Preferring to wear leather every day in order to feel confident and sexy and successful in

my future.
✧ Preferring to always wear leather clothing in order to show attractive strangers my sexual

kinks and fetishes and desires.
✧ Preferring to wear leather in order to feel sexy and seductive and powerful as I go about

my day.
✧ Remembering to always wear leather clothing in order to turn on my sexy and dominant

and kinky sexual partner.
✧ Feeling my body tingle with arousal and excitement whenever I think about kinky leather

clothing.
✧ Remembering that I am always horny and aroused and turned on whenever I am

wearing leather.
✧ Intuitively knowing that leather is the sexiest and most erotic clothing that I could

possibly wear.
✧ Intuitively knowing that leather clothing turns me on and arouses me more than any

other outfit ever could.
✧ Fantasizing about being taken and fucked in my tight, kinky leather outfit.
✧ Remembering to wear my sexy leather pants whenever I desire to get fucked.
✧ Thinking about being tied up and completely covered in leather.
✧ Fantasizing about being dominated by my dominant partner in a tight and kinky leather

outfit.
✧ Feeling confident and satisfied and fulfilled in my life whenever I purchase a new leather

outfit.
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✧ Buying every piece of sexy and kinky and erotic leather clothing that I can find.
✧ Intuitively knowing that leather is the sexiest material that I could possibly wear.
✧ Remembering to wear a leather outfit whenever I go out to my favorite trendy places in

order to seduce and pick up hot and sexy strangers.
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